Pilus-1 Backbone Protein RrgB of Streptococcus pneumoniae Binds Collagen I in a Force-Dependent Way.
Attachment to host tissue is a prerequisite for successful host colonization and invasion of pathogens. Many pathogenic bacteria use surface appendices, called pili, to bind and firmly attach to host tissue surfaces. Although it has been speculated that the laterally positioned D3 domain of the pilus-1 backbone protein RrgB of Streptococcus pneumoniae may promote bacterial-host interaction, via adhesion to extracellular matrix molecules, such as collagen, earlier studies showed no affinity of RrgB to collagen I. Using atomic force microscopy-based single molecule force spectroscopy combined with lateral force microscopy, we show that under mechanical load, RrgB in fact binds to human collagen I in a force-dependent manner. We observe exceptionally strong interactions, with interaction forces reaching as much as 1500 pN, and we show that high force loading and shearing rates enhance and further strengthen the interaction. In addition, the affinity of RrgB to collagen I under mechanical load not only depends on the orientation of the D3 domain but also on the orientation of the collagen fibrils, relative to the pulling direction. Both exceptionally high binding forces and force-induced bond strengthening resemble the behavior of so-called catch bonds, which have recently been observed in bacterial adhesins, but have not been reported for multimeric backbone subunits of virulence related pili.